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Abstract—Fake news trends have overgrown in our societies over the years through social media platforms. The goal of spreading fake 

news can easily mislead and manipulate the public’s opinion. Many previous researchers have proposed this domain using classification 

algorithms or deep learning techniques. However, machine learning algorithms still suffer from high margin error, which makes them 

unreliable as every algorithm uses a different way of prediction. Deep learning requires high computation power and a large dataset to 

operate the classification model. A filtering model with a consensus layer in a multi-tier model is introduced in this research paper. The 

multi-tier model filters the news label correctly predicted by the first two-tier layer. The consensus layer acts as the final decision when 

collision results occur in the first two-tier layer. The proposed model is applied to the WEKA software tool to test and evaluate the 

model from both datasets. Two sequences of classification models are used in this research paper: LR_DT_RF and LR_NB_AdaBoost. 

The best performance of sequence for both datasets is LR_DT_RF which yields 0.9892 F1-Score, 0.9895 Accuracy, and 0.9790 Matthews 

Correlation Coefficient (MCC) for ISOT Fake News Dataset, and 0.9913 F1-Score, 0.9853 Accuracy, and 0.9455 MCC for CHECKED 

Dataset. This research could give researchers an approach for fake news detection on different social platforms and feature-based. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fake news contains misleading information and fabricated 

content, deliberately created to deceive readers. With the 

proliferation of social media platforms where individuals 

share daily updates, the spread of fake news has become 

alarmingly fast, resulting in significant consequences within 

public discourse [1]. Determining the impact of fake news is 

complex [2]. Most people unknowingly become 

intermediaries, inadvertently disseminating misinformation to 

their communities [3], [4], [5]. The negative impact of fake 

news includes distorting truth and facts, damaging reputations, 

and fueling hate speech and conflicts on social media [6], [7]. 
Preserving the integrity of information is vital to combat the 

issue of fake news to protect an individual’s credibility and 

reputation from intentional attackers [8], [9], [10]. 

Various researchers used machine learning techniques to 

tackle the challenge of detecting fake news [11], [12]. Work 

by [11] summarized machine learning algorithms such as 

XGBoost, Random Forests (RF), Naïve Bayes (NB), K-

Nearest Neighbours (KNN), Decision Tree (DT), and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) to classify fake news, achieved over 

75 percent accuracy across all employed algorithms. 

However, work by [12] found that when applied to small 
datasets, the Logistic Regression (LR) model achieved only a 

success rate of 63 percent to 70 percent in clustering and 

predictive modeling. Consequently, machine learning 

algorithm approaches often suffer from a high margin error, 

rendering these models unreliable. As the results differ, 

overfitting or underfitting a dataset also happens in machine 

learning algorithms. In contrast, a proposed deep learning 

model called FakeBERT [13] demonstrated a 98.90 percent 

accuracy for fake news detection based on a large dataset. 

However, deep learning models require substantial datasets 

and significant computational power, which are highly 
dependent on model complexity. Additionally, the black box 

problem associated with deep learning models hampers the 

interpretability of their outputs. 

To address the challenges posed by machine learning 

models' error rates and the black box problem, we propose a 
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multi-tier fake news detection model based on machine 

learning algorithms. The objectives of this research are: 

 To identify the content-based features of fake news 

based on news content and user profiles using machine 

learning algorithms. 

 To develop a multi-tier model and filtering approach to 

detect and classify fake news. 

 To evaluate the performance of the proposed multi-tier 

model and filtering approach in terms of F1-Score, 
Accuracy, and Matthews Correlation Coefficient 

(MCC). 

This research considers the ISOT Fake News Dataset [14] 

and the CHECKED Dataset [15]. Features are selected 

separately for each dataset, with the ISOT Fake News Dataset 

focusing on news content and the CHECKED Dataset relying 

on news content and user profiles. Consensus filtering 

predicts data not filtered between the first and second tiers. 

This consensus layer operates independently and is not 

influenced by decisions made in the preceding tiers. The 

proposed multi-tier fake news detection model is evaluated 

using F1-Score, Accuracy, and MCC. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Various research work on fake news detection, such as [11], 

[16], [17], and [18], has been done in recent years. Machine 

learning assists researchers in determining fake news using 

features defined by researchers. The computer observes the 

data patterns from the features we extracted in the training set 

and predicts better. Machine learning can also let the 
computer automate-learn the dataset without human control. 

The study by [11] used a supervised machine learning 

algorithm to detect fake news, focusing on the feature 

extraction process. They utilized the Python sci-kit-learn 

library for tokenization and feature extraction due to its 

beneficial methods, such as Count Vectorizer and Tiff 

Vectorizer, used in the data pre-processing step. The chosen 

dataset for the study was the LIAR dataset, which consists of 

political news articles collected from fact-checking websites. 

The study employed approaches based on unigram and 

bigram features to extract lexical features, utilizing TD-IDF 

and n-gram features, which could subsequently be applied to 
the algorithms. All the algorithms employed achieved an 

accuracy rate of over 75 percent. 

Work by [16] proposed the trust network construction 

recommendation step to detect fake news and the 

multiclassification approach using unlabeled data. The 

datasets were from the News Dataset from GitHub [19] and 

the Getting Real about Fake News Dataset from Kaggle [20]. 

Then, they were divided into four categories for multiclass 

classification: satire, propaganda, manufacturing, and 

manipulation.  The news content-based feature was applied 

for the classification algorithms inside the trust network 
construction to predict the dataset. It consists of two 

prediction steps before going to the proposed 

recommendation step. After the final prediction, the final 

label of the unlabeled news is re-calculated according to the 

newly constructed trust network. The algorithm produces a 

list of news types to recommend to users and predicts the rates 

of unlabeled news. The evaluation step is repeated three times 

to determine the best algorithm. The logistic Regression (LR) 

algorithm with the BERT contextual approach is the best 

model, which achieved a 96 percent accuracy rate compared 

to other algorithms using the proposed recommendation phase 

approach. However, this proposed system is a sequential 

pipeline where the dataset is entirely dependent on each stage 

one by one. 

Work by [17] introduced a general framework to identify 

the polarized news content on social media and predict future 

fake news topics. The Italian Facebook dataset is used in this 

study, which contains approximately 385,000 post samples 

and 104,173 entities after conducting topic extraction and 
sentiment analysis such as satire, propaganda, manufacturing, 

manipulation, and bias form. Several classification algorithms 

were applied, including Linear Regression (LiR), Logistic 

Regression (LR), SVM with a linear kernel, K-Nearest 

Neighbors (KNN), Neural Network Models using the Multi-

layer Perceptron-L-BFGS algorithm, and Decision Trees with 

Gini Index. Based on the accuracy rate obtained from the 

comparative results, the LR algorithm demonstrated the best 

performance achieving a 91 percent accuracy rate. 

The study by [18] proposed a content-based approach for 

fake news detection, using features from both the news 
content and social context. They proposed harmonic Boolean 

label crowdsourcing (HC) on social signals (HC-CB) and LR 

on social signals (LR-CB) as a comparison, defining a 

threshold value to classify posts using the content-based 

approach. Three datasets were used in this research to 

compare their proposed method to the previous method: a 

Facebook dataset and two datasets collected from 

FakeNewsNet [8]. The researchers also analyzed sensitivity 

to investigate the relationship between the threshold value and 

the classifier’s accuracy. Then, they implemented the 

proposed detection model to chatbot with a completely 
independent real-world dataset and observed the results. The 

performance of the proposed fake news detection model, 

which is HC-CB, was evaluated using the accuracy 

performance metric, resulting in an accuracy rate of 81.7 

percent when the threshold value is 4 using the real-world 

dataset. However, this proposed model is only trained in the 

Italian language, and the dataset size is small, consisting of 

230 total Facebook posts. 

TABLE I 

EXISTING WORKS ON FAKE NEWS DETECTION APPROACH 

Author Dataset 
Algorith

m 
Feature 

Accuracy 

Result 

Khana
m et al. 
[4] 

LIAR  LR, RF, 
XGBoost, 
NB, KNN, 
DT, SVM 

Lexical 
features 

All 
algorithm
s with 
more than 
75% 

Stitini 
et al. 
[8] 

GitHub and 
Kaggle 

LR, NB, 
DT, 
Linear 
SVM 

Content-
based 

LR: 91% 

Vedova 
et al. 
[9] 

Facebook 
Dataset, 
FakeNewsNe
t 

LR-CB 
and HC-
CB 

Content-
based 

HC-CB: 
81.7% 

Vicario 
et al. 
[10] 

Italian 
Facebook 

LiR, LR, 
SVM, 
KNN, 
NN, DT 

Topic 
extractio
n and 
sentiment 
analysis 

LR: 91% 
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Table I shows the comparative analysis based on existing 

research on fake news detection. All studies present 

innovative approaches to tackle the problem of fake news 

detection. However, further exploration and clarification 

regarding the methodologies and factors influencing the 

results would enhance the understanding and applicability of 

the fake news detection technique. Our work differs from 

previous research in such a way that we proposed the fake 

news detection approach by using the content-based features 
for the ISOT Fake News Dataset and a user profile-based 

features for the CHECKED Dataset. These datasets can be 

obtained from GitHub and Kaggle [14], [15], [21] providing 

a comprehensive and diverse range of data for our analysis. 

Moreover, we implemented a consensus filtering mechanism 

within our multi-tier fake News Detection Model. This 

approach ensures a higher level of accuracy by incorporating 

multiple layers of analysis and filtering, thereby reducing the 

likelihood of false positives or false negatives. Additionally, 

we conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the 

performance of our proposed multi-tier fake News Detection 
Model using existing machine learning algorithms: Random 

Forest, Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, AdaBoost, and DT 

algorithm. By combining innovative feature extraction 

techniques, consensus filtering, and rigorous algorithmic 

testing, our research contributes to advancing fake news 

detection methodologies. Our work provides valuable insights 

and practical solutions for addressing the challenges posed by 

the proliferation of fake news in today’s information 

landscape. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section discusses the methodology of a multi-tier fake 

news detection model with a filtering approach using machine 

learning algorithms.  

A. Multi-tier Fake News Detection Model 

The experiment involved seven distinct phases: raw data, 

data pre-processing, feature extraction, and feature selection, 

multi-tier filtering model, training and test the data using 10-

fold cross-validation, parameter tuning the classification 

algorithms, and the final determination of whether a news 

article is true or fake, as depicted in Fig. 1. We used Waikato 

Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) tool to 

evaluate the performance of multi-tier filtering fake news 

detection model. The evaluation metrics utilized in this 

assessment were F1-Score, Accuracy, and Matthews 

Correlation Coefficient (MCC). 

 

 
Fig. 1  Fake News Detection Approach 

1) Raw Data: Raw data refers to unprocessed data that still 

needs to be in a format readable by computers but can be 

understood by humans. This data may include user inputs or 

computer-generated values such as timestamps. We 

considered two datasets, the ISOT Fake News Dataset [14] 

and [21] and the CHECKED Dataset [15].  The ISOT Fake 

News Dataset has been previously utilized by [22], [23], [24], 

[25], [26] to evaluate the performance of machine learning 

algorithms. It was also employed by [25] on fake news using 
capsule neural networks. An example of raw data from the 

ISOT Fake News Dataset is shown in Fig. 2. On the other 

hand, the CHECKED Dataset has been employed by [27] in 

their analysis of extended text feature extraction networks 

with data augmentation (LTFE) and other research papers 

[28], [29], [30]. ISOT Fake News Dataset has 21417 real news 

and 23481 fake news, with a total of 44898 news. Next, the 

CHECKED Dataset has 1760 true microblogs and 344 fake 

microblogs with 2104. The dataset summary includes real and 

fake news, and Table II calculates and presents the total 

number of each. Examples of raw data from the CHECKED 

Dataset are shown in Fig. 3.  
 

 

Fig. 2  Raw data of ISOT Fake News Dataset 
 

 
Fig. 3  Raw data of CHECKED Dataset 
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TABLE II 

DATASET SUMMARY 

Dataset Real News Fake News Total 

ISOT Fake News Dataset 21417 23481 44898 
CHECKED Dataset 1760 344 2104 

2) Data Pre-Processing: Data Pre-Processing is the phase 

where the raw data is converted into a computer-readable 

format using tokenization or vectorization. The classification 

can easily observe the features of the data. Microsoft Excel is 

used to export and clean the data before importing it to the 

WEKA tool. A few actions must be carried out, such as 

inserting null values into the missing part of data, removing 
repetitive stop words, lowering the case letter, and creating a 

bag of words by dissembling the phrases. 

3) Feature Extraction and Feature Selection: Feature 

extraction and feature selection are conducted to optimize the 

model performance. In our study, content-based features will 

be used in ISOT Fake News Dataset, and user profile-based 

features will be used in CHECKED Dataset. For ISOT Fake 

News Dataset, we applied the same lexical based features 

from the work done by [2], [23] who proposed the features 

like average sentence length and word counts. We proposed 

new features that are top 20 features on the repetitive words, 

average length of a post and count of @. 

Next, we applied the profile-based features utilized by 

Yang’s [15] which are number of likes, number of time 

comments, existing of pic_url and existing of video_url for 

CHECKED Dataset. We used the existing features to detect 

the fake news. Table III shows all the features newly proposed 
in this work. Table IV and Table V show features proposed 

by previous work [7], [17]. 

TABLE III 

CONTENT-BASED FEATURES FOR ISOT FAKE NEWS DATASET 

Features Descriptions 
Data 

Type 

Repetitive_word_1 Top 1 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_2 Top 2 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 

among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_3 Top 3 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_4 Top 4 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_5 Top 5 of the repetitive 

word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_6 Top 6 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_7 Top 7 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_8 Top 8 of the repetitive 

word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_9 Top 9 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Features Descriptions 
Data 

Type 
Repetitive_word_10 Top 10 of the repetitive 

word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_11 Top 11 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_12 Top 12 of the repetitive 

word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_13 Top 13 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_14 Top 14 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_15 Top 15 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_16 Top 16 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_17 Top 17 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_18 Top 18 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_19 Top 19 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 
among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Repetitive_word_20 Top 20 of the repetitive 
word counted in an article 

among all the dataset 

Numerical 

Average length of a 
post 

Average length of an article Numerical 

Count of @ Number count of “@” in an 
article 

Numerical 

TABLE IV 

CONTENT-BASED FEATURE FOR ISOT FAKE NEWS DATASET BY [23] 

Features Description 
Data 

Type 

Word_count Number of characters 
in an article 

Numerical 

Average_sentence_length Average length of a 
sentence in an article 

Numerical 

TABLE V 

PROFILE- BASED FEATURES FOR CHECKED DATASET BY [15] 

Features Description Data Type 

Number of post 

shared 

The number of contents 

shared by the user 

Numerical 

Number of likes The number of likes in a 
microblog post 

Numerical 

Number of 
times of 
comments 

Number of times comments 
in a microblog post 

Numerical 

Existing of 
pic_url 

Existence of picture URL in 
microblog or comment 

Binary 

Existing or 
video_url 

Existence of video URL in 
microblog 

Binary 

4) Filtering Model: The filtering model in Fig. 4 is 

proposed where the first two tier machine learning algorithms 

classified the fake news in sequential way. If the fake news 

label misclassified by any of first two tier classification, then 
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third classification known as consensus layer will be 

requested to classify the misclassified fake news and sent 

them to the corresponding category based on the label. If there 

is no conflict label between the first two tier classification, 

then the third-tier classification will be ignored, and the 

consensus layer will be directly sent the results to the 

corresponding category: True News or Fake News. 
 

Fig. 4  Filtering model with consensus layer 

Further comparison between consensus layer and first two-

tier classification is not required. The existing classification 

algorithms made by other researchers or developers are used 

in our filtering model. Any classification algorithms are 

suitable to be applied in the filtering model. In this research 

paper, classification algorithms which are RF, NB, LR, 

AdaBoost and DT used in this fake news detection model. The 

pseudo code for the fake news detection model is illustrated 

in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5  Pseudo code for fake new detection model 

5) N-Fold Cross Validation: N-fold cross validation is a 

train and test phase for the fake news detection model. The 

10-fold cross validation is chosen to determine the best 

parameters and the most suitable arrangement for the 

algorithms used in the filtering model. First, the dataset will 

be shuffled randomly and split into approximately equal size 

of small parts dataset. For 10-fold cross validation, the dataset 

will be separated into 10 small parts of dataset and 9 of small 

dataset used as training dataset while 1 dataset used for testing. 

Then, the iteration of training and testing will be carried out 

10 times and each iteration will be evaluated with scores. This 

validation is an unbiased metric hence it can avoid the 

algorithms overfitting or underfitting the data. This phase will 

be carried out by using WEKA tool where it can assist to 

choose the most suitable features. 

6) Hyperparameter Tuning: Hyperparameter tuning is an 

optimization process to enhance the performance of 

algorithms. It can be done in manually tuning or automated 

tuning with the tool we used. In the multi-tier classification 

model, five algorithms have their own hyperparameter tuning 

method to implement. Since our model can run the algorithms 

independently, there are no consequences on other 

classifications performance while performing hyperparameter 

tuning in a classification. All the hyperparameter methods can 

be found and performed at each algorithm in the WEKA tool. 
Table VI shows the hyperparameter method used for 

optimizing five algorithms. 

TABLE VI 

HYPERPARAMETER TUNING METHOD FOR MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS 

Machine learning 

algorithm 
Hyperparameter tuning method 

RF max_depth, num_features, bag_size, 
num_iterations 

NB Kernel Estimator 
LR L1 regularisation 
AdaBoost Classifier, num_iterations, 

weight_threshold 
DT min_instances_per_leaves, 

confidence_factor 

B. Performance Metric 

To evaluate the performance of the multi-tier fake news 
detection model, these performance metrics are considered: 

1) F1-Score: The measurement metric of harmonic mean 

of precision and recall rate as in Equation 1. Precision 
indicates the rate of false positives predicted while recall 

indicates the rate of false negatives. High F1-Score shows the 

detection model performed well to predict the news correct 

with its label and low F1-Score shows the detection model 

predict the news with poor performance. 

 F1 � Score 	

����������������

�������� � ������
 (1) 

2) Accuracy: The correct predictions about the fake news 

detection by the proposed model as shown in Equation 2. 

High accuracy value shows the detection model predicts well 
with the correct label. In contrast, low accuracy value shows 

the detection model struggles on prediction and high rate of 

incorrect labels are outcome. 

 Accuracy 	  
�����

�����������
  (2) 

3) Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC): MCC as 

shown in Equation 3 evaluates the model performance of four 
entities from 2x2 confusion matrix. The numerical value 

Pseudocode: Fake News Detection Model 

1. Input: News with Label 
2. Output: Predicted Label 
3. Start 

4. Split data into 10 sets using 10-fold cross 
validation 

5. Train all algorithms layer 
6. For all news, n in dataset 
7. Test data with first algorithm layer 

8. Archive the result predicted by first 

algorithm layer, R1 

9. Test data with second algorithm layer 

10. Archive the result predicted by second 

algorithm layer, R2 

11. Test data with third algorithm layer 

12. Archive the result predicted by third 

algorithm layer, R3 

13. Compare R1 and R2 

14. If R1 = True, R2 = True Then 

15.   n stores into True News; 

16. Compare with R3 if R1 and R2 collides 

17. ElseIf R1 = True, R3 = True Then 

18.   n stores into True News; 

19. ElseIf R2 = True, R3 = True Then 

20.   n stores into True News; 

21. Else 

22.   n stores into Fake News; 

23. EndIf 

24. EndFor 
25. End 
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range is between -1 to 1 where 1 is the ideal binary classifier, 

where the detection model perfectly predicted according to 

the actuals; 0 indicates random binary classifier, where the 

detection model randomly predicted according to the actuals; 

and -1 indicates worst binary classifier, where the detection 

model not predicted according to the actuals at all. 

  !! 	  
"#�"$%&# �&$

√("$�&$)("$�&#)("#�&$)("#�&#)
  (3) 

C. Experimental Setup 

The experiment setup started by downloading both raw 

datasets from GitHub [14] and Kaggle [15] website. Next, the 

data cleaning phase follows the data pre-processing phase. In 

this phase, any invalid data is eliminated from the datasets. 
Blank data values are replaced with null values to ensure data 

consistency. Stop words and punctuation are removed to 

extract more valuable information and clean the data for 

subsequent data extraction phases. Additionally, all words are 

converted to lowercase. In the data pre-processing phase, the 

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) library is utilized for 

tokenizing the dataset. This process involves splitting the 

entire news content into phrases, which are then further 

divided into individual words. 

D. Feature Extraction and Selection 

In this section, each news content-based features for ISOT 

Fake News Dataset while news-content based and user 

profile-based features for CHECKED Dataset are explained. 

These features are used in the classification algorithms 

mentioned. We proposed 20 new features by calculating the 

repetitive word in ISOT Fake News Dataset. The formula for 

calculating the "Repetitive_word" can be represented as in 

Equation 4: 

 *+,+-.-./+ 0123 	  
45678(95:;)

"58<= 95:;>
  (4) 

where, count(word) represents the frequency of the most 

frequently occurring word in the news content from the 

dataset. While Total_words denote the total number of words 

in the news content. Table VII shows the top 20 features on 

the repetitive words and newly proposed features: 

average_length_of_a_post and count_of_@. Table VIII 
shows the features that have been proposed by [23]. For 

CHECKED dataset, we employed features that has been 

proposed by [15] as shown in Table IX. 

TABLE VII 

 FEATURE MATRIX OF ISOT FAKE NEWS DATASET 

Features Description Value 

F1 Repetitive_word_1_said R1 = {0-28} 
F2 Repetitive_word_2_trump R2 = {0-83} 
F3 Repetitive_word_3_would R3 = {0-48} 
F4 Repetitive_word_4_president R4 = {0-75} 
F5 Repetitive_word_5_people R5 = {0-44} 
F6 Repetitive_word_6_one R6 = {0-47} 
F7 Repetitive_word_7_state R7 = {0-92} 

F8 Repetitive_word_8_also R8 = {0-20} 
F9 Repetitive_word_9_new R9 = {0-53} 
F10 Repetitive_word_10_reuters R10 = {0-8} 
F11 Repetitive_word_11_donald R11 = {0-

74} 
F12 Repetitive_word_12_clinton R12 = {0-

68} 

Features Description Value 

F13 Repetitive_word_13_obama R13 = {0-
56} 

F14 Repetitive_word_14_house R14 = {0-
23} 

F15 Repetitive_word_15_government R15 = {0-
30} 

F16 Repetitive_word_16_states R16 = {0-
25} 

F17 Repetitive_word_17_republican R17 = {0-
25} 

F18 Repetitive_word_18_could R18 = {0-
12} 

F19 Repetitive_word_19_united R19 = {0-
42} 

F20 Repetitive_word_20_told R20 = {0-
13} 

F21 Average_length_of_a_post R21 = {0-1} 
F22 Count_of_@ R22 = {0-

88} 

TABLE VIII 

FEATURE MATRIX OF ISOT FAKE NEWS DATASET BY [23] 

Features Description Value 

F23 Word_count R23 = {1-5534} 

F24 Average_sentence_length R24 = {0-252.71} 

TABLE IX 

FEATURE MATRIX OF CHECKED DATASET BY [15] 

Features Description Value 

F1 Count_of_microblog_reposted R1 = {0-
1886915} 

F2 Count_of_microblog_commented R2 = {0-73717} 
F3 Count_of_microblog_liked R3 = {0-

1179103} 
F4 Existing_of_picture_link R4 = {0,1} 
F5 Existing_of_video_link R5 = {0,1} 

E. Constructing Feature Matrix 

In this section, we construct the feature matrix of 24 

features Fi ,i 1,.,24, i for ISOT dataset and the feature matrix 

of 5 features Fi ,i 1,….,5, i for CHECKED dataset. Features 

are in binary and decimal value. The Ri value for each feature 
is summarized in Table VII, Table VIII, and Table IX. 

Let E = {e1, e2, .....,e|E|} and F = {f1, f2, .., f|6| } denotes all the 

fake news and feature vector space respectively. So, | E | is a 

total fake news and | F | refer to size of feature vector. Let aik a 

be the value of kth feature of ith fake news. Therefore, the 

presentation of each fake news is ?@ 	 {B@C, B@
, … . B@GHI}, and 

each fake news is ? 	 {B@K}  where i = 1,2,…,|F| and k 

=1,2,....,|E|. Where each fake news consists of 

A={Repetitive_word_1_said, Repetitive_word_2_trump, 

Repetitive_word_3_would, Repetitive_word_4_president, 

Repetitive_word_5_people, Repetitive_word_6_one, 

Repetitive_word_7_state, Repetitive_word_8_also, 

Repetitive_word_9_new, Repetitive_word_10_reuters, 

Repetitive_word_11_donald, Repetitive_word_12_clinton, 

Repetitive_word_13_obama, Repetitive_word_14_house, 

Repetitive_word_15_government, Repetitive_word_16_states, 
Repetitive_word_17_republican, Repetitive_word_18_could, 

Repetitive_word_19_united, Repetitive_word_20_told, 

Word_count, Average_sentence_length, Average length of a 

post, Count of @, Count_of_microblog_reposted, 

Count_of_microblog_commented, Count_of_microblog_liked, 

Existing_of_picture_link, Existing_of_video_link }. Then, all 
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datasets are converted to arff format to run in the WEKA and 

tested using NB, RF, LR, AdaBoost, and DT algorithm which 

is already prepared inside the WEKA.  

F. Rule of Fake News Detection Model 

In this section, the fake news detection model rule is set 

and executed in our proposed model. The purpose of setting 

the rule is to filtrate any data that has the same predicted result 
between the first classification layer and second classification 

layer. This process will scope down the dataset where it only 

consists of collision result between the first and second 

classification layer. After that, the consensus layer is 

performed, and the performance result is analyzed. The 

consensus layer acts as final decision layer hence the previous 

two classification layers do not affect the decision predicts by 

consensus layer. Hence, the independent decision on each 

algorithm will reduce the bias value of the overall model 

performance. This process will go through each condition 

sequentially and output the corresponding result. The 
summary of the rule is shown in Table X. 

TABLE X 

RULE SUMMARY 

1st 

classification 

layer 

2nd 

classification 

layer 

3rd 

classification 

layer 

Consensus 

layer  

True True True True 
True True False True 
True False True True 
False True True True 
True False False False 
False True False False 
False False True False 

False False False False 

 

Moreover, five classification algorithms can be arranged in 
various sequences, without repetition. Two sequences for the 

multi-tier filtering model are as follows: 

 LR_DT_RF: In this sequence, Logistic Regression (LR) 

is used in the first classification layer, Decision Tree 

(DT) in the second classification layer, and Random 

Forest in filtering classification layer. 

 LR_NB_AdaBoost: In this sequence, Logistic 

Regression (LR) is employed in the first classification 

layer, Naive Bayes (NB) in the second classification 

layer, and AdaBoost in the consensus classification layer. 

These sequences represent different combinations of 
classification algorithms used in the multi-tier filtering model, 

contributing to its overall effectiveness in fake news detection. 

G. F1-Score Result 

The F1-Score results for the ISOT and CHECKED datasets, 

utilizing two different sequences of multi-tier classification 

and five classification algorithms (NB, LR, RF, AdaBoost, 

and DT), are presented in Fig. 6. For the ISOT Fake News 

Dataset, the LR_DT_RF model achieved F1-score of 0.9892, 

while the LR_NB_AdaBoost model scored 0.9350. For the 
CHECKED Dataset, the LR_DT_RF model scored 0.9913, 

and the LR_NB_AdaBoost algorithm scored a slightly lower 

but still commendable F1-Score of 0.9896.  

Comparatively, the LR_DT_RF model outperformed the 

LR_NB_AdaBoost model in both datasets, achieving higher 

F1-Scores. The F1-Score represents an ideal balance between 

precision and recall, with a perfect score of 1 indicating 

flawless classifier performance. The high F1-Scores obtained 

by the LR_DT_RF model in both 49 datasets indicate its 

superior ability to effectively identify and classify fake news 

instances.  

Overall, the results demonstrate the efficacy of the 

proposed multi-tier classification model, with the LR_DT_RF 

sequence showcasing particularly strong performance in 

distinguishing between fake and real news. These findings 

provide valuable insights for enhancing and optimizing the 
fake news detection model and contribute to the broader field 

of research on combating misinformation. 

 

 
Fig. 6  F1-Score results for ISOT Fake News Dataset and CHECKED Dataset 

H. Accuracy Result 

The accuracy results for the ISOT and CHECKED datasets 

using the multi-tier fake news detection model, tested with two 

different sequences of multi-tier classification and five 

classification algorithms (NB, LR, RF, AdaBoost, and DT), are 

depicted in Fig. 7. For the ISOT Fake News Dataset, the 
LR_DT_RF model achieved a high accuracy scored of 0.9895, 

while the LR_NB_AdaBoost model scored 0.9329. In the 

CHECKED Dataset, the LR_DT_RF model obtained an 

accuracy scored 0.9853, and the LR_NB_AdaBoost model 

scored 0.9824.  

The LR_DT_RF model in both datasets has outperformed 

the LR_NB_AdaBoost model. These algorithms exhibited 

higher accuracy scores, indicating a greater number of correct 

predictions made by the models. Overall, the accuracy results 

claimed the research objectives, and all the sequences in both 

datasets exceed 0.98 accuracy except for LR_NB_AdaBoost in 
ISOT Fake News Dataset. The high accuracy scores achieved 

by the LR_DT_RF model and other sequences indicate the 

effectiveness of the proposed multi-tier fake news detection 

model. 

 

 
Fig. 7  Accuracy results for ISOT Fake News Dataset and CHECKED Dataset 
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I. Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) Result 

Fig. 8 shows the MCC results for ISOT and CHECKED 

datasets for multi-tier fake new detection model with different 

sequence of classification algorithm. For the ISOT Fake News 
Dataset, the LR_DT_RF model achieved a high MCC score 

of 0.9790, while the LR_NB_AdaBoost model scored 0.8736. 

In the CHECKED Dataset, the LR_DT_RF model obtained 

an MCC score of 0.9455, and the LR_NB_AdaBoost model 

scored 0.9347. The higher MCC scores achieved by the 

LR_DT_RF model in both datasets reinforce its efficacy in 

fake news detection and its potential for reliable and robust 

classification. 

 

 
Fig. 8  MCC results for ISOT Fake News Dataset and CHECKED Dataset 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Our work proposed fake news detection model with 

consensus layer on news content-based features to test on 

ISOT Fake News Dataset and user profile-based features to 

test on CHECKED Dataset. We defined 24 features on news 

content-based for ISOT Fake News Dataset and five features 

on user profile-based for CHECKED Dataset. Then, all five 

classification layers are trained and tested with 10-fold cross 

validation with the features mentioned. The result is filtered 

based on the rule set to extract collision result that will be used 

in the consensus layer. Next, the evaluation process is 
performed on a consensus layer with the performance metric 

of F1-Score, Accuracy, and MCC. The proposed fake news 

detection model achieved the highest result on the 

LR_DT_RF sequence of model in overall performance in 

ISOT Fake News Dataset and CHECKED Dataset where the 

F1-Score resulted 0.9892 and 0.9913, the accuracy scored 

0.9895 and 0.9853, and last the MCC obtained 0.9790 and 

0.9455. In the future works, several areas can be explored to 

further enhance the fake news detection approach. we would 

investigate and evaluate additional features relevant to the 

dataset to enhance the model's ability to identify fake news. 
Exploring various textual, linguistic, and context-based 

features could provide valuable insights for improving 

classification accuracy. We would consider employing 

different classification algorithms such as Supper Vector 

Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), and XGBoost 

for the classification model. The proposed model does not 

restrict the use of any classification model created by other 

researchers. This exploration can offer a deeper understanding 

of the best suited algorithms for fake news detection. By 

addressing these future research directions, this study can 

serve as a valuable reference and provide a comprehensive 

approach for researchers working on fake news detection 

across diverse platforms and using various feature-based 

models. The proposed improvements can enhance the model's 

accuracy, efficiency, and adaptability in tackling the pressing 

challenge of combating fake news. Other than fake news topic, 

the proposed model can also be implemented in different 

domains such as malware analysis, phishing analysis, and 

image classification. The proposed model is only executed in 

data analytic phase. Therefore, the extracted feature of 

different domains still can be used on the proposed model to 

outcome the results. 
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